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Los Angeles Traffic Lawyer, Amir Soleimanian, Now Offers Legal Assistance
for Street Racing and Speed Exhibition Charges

Amir Soleimanian, traffic lawyer, is now offering legal help for those charged with exhibition of
speed or street racing.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) June 13, 2016 -- Renowned traffic lawyer, Mr. Ticket, is offering legal assistance
for street racing and speed exhibition charges. Some drivers find excitement and thrills by driving at high rates
of speed. This can be enhanced by racing against other like-minded drivers in planned contests. These contests
are often timed, or they pit driver against driver to see who can reach a certain point first. While speeding may
be a simple traffic infraction, excessive speeding can be charged as reckless driving. Drivers who race against
others or who race based on a recorded time may face misdemeanor or felony charges for street racing or
participating in a speed exhibition.

While either of these racing charges is typically considered a misdemeanor, the law has been changed to allow
for a felony charge if the driving behavior results in an injury to another person. Traffic infractions for speeding
can result in hefty fines and even a driver's license suspension, but more serious charges involving racing can
result in much heavier penalties to drivers, often creating the need to find a skilled criminal defense lawyer.

An experienced speed exhibition lawyer may be able to have some of the penalties reduced if the driver is
found guilty of the offense. Consequences may include fines and jail time. Convicted drivers may also have
their licenses revoked, and may have their automobile insurance cancelled or rate increased substantially. The
vehicle may be impounded for up to 30 days, and additional charges may be made for any illegal vehicle
modifications.

A driver who is facing these charges may benefit from the advice and assistance of a street racing attorney to
build a proper defense. A lawyer may be able to have the charges or some of the penalties reduced.

Amir Soleimanian, founder and head attorney at Mr. Ticket, is a knowledgeable misdemeanor defense attorney
with a reputation for successful resolution for all types of traffic-related offenses from simple infractions to
felony offenses. Drivers facing racing charges are encouraged to contact Mr. Ticket for further assistance.
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Contact Information
Kevin Neman
Traffic Attorney
http://4mrticket.com/
+1 (818) 205-9300

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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